A completely equipped mobile station for treatments and advanced procedures

Choice of accessories. All accessories fit in sockets for quick change.

This work station is designed for efficiency and ergonomic comfort, standing or seated. It has full-range height adjustment and a warm feeling, non-slip Corian® surface. All your instruments, monitors, and other equipment, like anesthesia machines, are at your fingertips to save you time. And since all the accessories are mounted on the station, it eliminates floor clutter and saves space.

The Advanced Treatment Station is also multi-purpose. In addition to being a complete work station, it is also a patient transport that you can easily roll between treatment, x-ray, prep, surgery or recovery – and even outdoors. By combining patient treatment and transport, it reduces the handling of injured or compromised patients and saves time.

The Advanced Treatment Station will fit your needs today and in the future as your hospital grows.

New... Now available with stainless steel top

Watch video demonstration www.OlyVet.com

More >>>
Top surface is lifetime Corian® from DuPont. The ideal surface for modern hospitals. Feels warmer than stainless steel. Is non-skid so your patients remain calm. Wipes clean with disinfectants and has drip edge. Choose from 3 standard colors/patterns. (Platinum shown above.)

For all procedures outside the surgical suite

Equipment Shelf For monitors and other equipment. Easy to see and reach. Mounts at head of station. Electrical equipment connects directly to power outlets on station (see below).

IV Pole, anesthesia machine IV pole drops into sockets at corners of station. Eliminates floor stand. Travels with patient. Most lightweight anesthesia units can be mounted.

Instrument Tray On swing-arm. Fits sockets at 4 corners. Instruments always at your fingertips, raises and lowers with the table. 12' x 9'.

Exam Light Daylight color LED. Adjustable brightness and focus. Long flexible gooseneck. Connects to electrical outlets on the Treatment Station (see below).

Laptop Your laptop is securely held on a special swing-arm so it's just where you want it. Can be quickly moved to another drop-in socket.

Scale Scale under Corian® top. Large, easy to read. Swivel mounted. Can weigh active animals. Accuracy +/- 0.1 pound. Lifetime quality.

2 Foot Switches For faster and convenient height adjustment, there are foot switches on both sides of the treatment station.

Electrical Outlets 7 electric outlets for connecting all your accessories and equipment. Conveniently located at end of table near instrument shelf.

Corian® non-slip surface

Ergonomic and efficient

The Olympic Treatment Station provides for ergonomic comfort with full-range height adjustment. The maximum height is an extra tall 40°. Work standing or seated. Improved patient presentation. The rechargeable electric lift is quiet and smooth. Two foot switches, one on each side.

Patient transport – multi-purpose

Also an easy-roll patient transport – two products in one. It has steering handles and is lighter weight so it turns easily in tight spaces. This dual function saves time and improves patient care. You can move patients between treatment, x-ray, prep, surgery, recovery.

Specifications

Dimensions Overall 23” x 58”, Tabletop 23” x 53”
Height range 14”– 40”
Lift capacity 250 pounds
Casters Large 5”, full swivel, locking

Electrical 120V/60Hz

Order from your distributor

Advanced Treatment Station with scale and Corian® top. Complete with all accessories below...............Model 51601
Advanced Treatment Station with scale and Corian® top. Without accessories.................................Model 51602
Advanced Treatment Station with scale and stainless steel top. Without accessories..........................Model 51604

Accessories Can be ordered separately

IV Pole.............................................Model 51611
Swiveling Instrument Tray....................Model 51612
Equipment Shelf..................................Model 51613
LED Exam Light with flexible arm............Model 51614
Laptop Tray......................................Model 51615